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Abstract. We have employed near-infrared optical methods to mea-
sure noninvasively the dynamics of muscle blood flow and oxygen
saturation (StO2) during cuff occlusion and plantar flexion exercise.
Relative muscle oxygen consumption (rVO2) was also computed from
these data. Diffuse correlation spectroscopy provides information
about blood flow, and diffuse reflectance spectroscopy provides infor-
mation about blood oxygenation. Ten healthy subjects and one pa-
tient with peripheral arterial disease (PAD) were studied during 3-min
arterial cuff occlusion of arm and leg, and during 1-min plantar flex-
ion exercise. Signals from different layers (cutaneous tissues and
muscles) during cuff occlusion were differentiated, revealing strong
hemodynamic responses from muscle layers. During exercise in
healthy legs, the observed ;4.7 fold increase in relative blood flow
(rBF) was significantly lower than the corresponding increase in rVO2
(;7 fold). The magnitudes of rBF and rVO2 during exercise in the
PAD patient were ;1/2 of the healthy controls, and the StO2 recovery
time was twice that of the controls. The hybrid instrument improves
upon current technologies for measuring muscle responses by simul-
taneously measuring rBF and StO2 . The instrument thus provides a
method for evaluation of microcirculation and muscle metabolism in
patients with vascular diseases. © 2005 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation
Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1884603]
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lation spectroscopy; diffuse reflectance spectroscopy; near-infrared spectroscopy;
arterial cuff occlusion; plantar flexion exercise; peripheral arterial disease.
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1 Introduction
Noninvasive characterization of oxygen consumption and me
tabolism in skeletal muscles has important applications in ex
ercise medicine1,2 and for understanding of vascular condi-
tions such as peripheral arterial disease~PAD!.3,4 Improved
measurements of these quantities may lead to improve
screening and treatment assessment, as well as to improv
fundamental understanding of muscle function.

Over the years, a variety of noninvasive techniques hav
been developed to study tissue hemodynamics of muscle
Conventional venous occlusion plethysmography has bee
employed for more than 50 years in muscle perfusion
investigations.5,6 This method, however, does not provide re-
gional information and can be used only in the static state o
during brief exercise, since venous occlusion interrupts blood
flow. Ultrasound Doppler is a common clinical tool used to
measure blood flow in large vessels.7,8 However it is not sen-
sitive to flow in smaller vessels, and does not readily permi
continuous measurements during exercise. Laser Doppler ca
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noninvasively monitor flow changes, but most systems m
sure the tissue surface only~i.e., penetration depth
,500mm);9,10 very recently, Binzoni et al. have extended i
application to relatively deeper tissues using larger sour
detector separations~1.5 cm!.11 Magnetic resonance spectro
copy or imaging~MRS/MRI! has high temporal and spatia
resolution,12 however, its clinical use is limited due to hig
cost and poor mobility. Positron emission tomography~PET!
has similar clinical limitations, and also has poor spatiote
poral resolution compared to MRS/MRI.13

Near-infrared spectroscopy~NIRS! has the potential to fill
part of this void. Unlike ultrasound Doppler, it is sensitive
smaller vessels such as arterioles, capillaries, and venul14

In principle it can provide dynamic information about oxy
and deoxy-hemoglobin concentrations, total hemoglobin c
centration~THC!, and tissue blood oxygen saturation(StO2)
in deep muscle tissues.3,15 It provides high temporal resolu
tion, relatively low spatial resolution, and is inexpensive a
portable. Previously blood flow and oxygen consumption
muscle tissue have been estimated from changes of THC
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Yu et al.
deoxy-hemoglobin concentration by applying venous or arte
rial occlusion to a limb;16–18 unfortunately, these applications
of NIRS to flow studies face the same limitations as venous
occlusion plethysmography.

Near-infrared diffuse correlation spectroscopy~DCS! is an
emerging technique for continuous noninvasive measureme
of relative blood flow in deep tissues. It has been successfull
applied in studies of brain hemodynamics,19,20 photodynamic
therapy ~PDT! dosimetry,21 and for measurement of tissue
burn depth.22 Measurements of relative blood flow by DCS
have also been validated against color power Doppler ultra
sound in animal tumor studies21,23and laser Doppler in animal
brain studies.19,20 DCS enables measurements of relative
blood flow ~rBF! with high temporal~;100 ms! and limited
spatial~;mm! resolution in tissue. To date most applications
of DCS have been in small animal studies wherein source
detector separations were comparatively small(,1 cm).19–23

Very recently, DCS measurements have been performe
through an adult human skull with source-detector separation
up to 3 cm.24 Nevertheless, the major challenge for human
applications remains; improvement of DCS signal-to-noise a
the large source-detector separations is necessary to pro
through thick near-surface tissue layers above muscle, e.g
skin and adipose tissue.

The lack of portable, noninvasive technologies for continu-
ous monitoring of both blood flow and oxygenation in the
deep microcirculation~capillary bed! has led us to develop a
hybrid instrument combining near-infrared DCS and diffuse
reflectance spectroscopy~DRS!.19,20DCS monitors blood flow
by effectively measuring the optical phase shifts caused b
moving blood cells, while DRS measures tissue optical prop
erties~absorption and scattering!. The purpose of this paper is
to report concurrent measurements of blood flow and oxygen
ation in cuffed and exercising human muscle. To our knowl-
edge we demonstrate the first clinical use of DCS for moni-
toring flow dynamics in muscle, and the first clinical use of
all-optical methods for simultaneously measuring multiple he-
modynamic parameters in muscle. These hemodynamic pa
rameters include relative blood flow~rBF!, tissue blood oxy-
gen saturation(StO2), and total hemoglobin concentration
~THC!, permitting estimation of changes in oxygen metabo-
lism.

2 Materials and Methods
2.1 Protocols
The experimental protocol used in this study has three parts
cuff occlusion of the arm flexor, cuff occlusion of the thigh,
and plantar flexion~PF! exercise. For cuff occlusion of arm
and leg, the subjects were asked to lie supine. The optica
probe was placed over the wrist flexor or calf flexor~medial
gastronemius! and secured with an elastic bandage. After 3
min of resting baseline measurements, the blood pressure cu
was manually inflated to 180 mmHg for arm and 220 mmHg
for leg, held for 3 min, and then rapidly released. The recov-
ery measurement was made for approximately 3 min. For th
plantar flexion exercise, the subjects remained in a stabl
standing position during the test protocol. Both legs were po
sitioned at shoulder width and the probe was placed over th
calf flexor. After a 3-min baseline, the subjects performed 30
plantar flexion exercises~toe up-downs! within one minute,
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followed by a 3-min recovery measurement. In addition
skinfold caliper ~Beta Technology Inc., Cambridge, Mary
land! was used to mechanically measure the thickness of
upper layers~skin and adipose! above muscle.

Cuff occlusion was used to investigate the different lay
responses in order to estimate light penetration depth an
validate results in the ischemic states. The hemodynamic
sponse to extended cuff occlusion has been thoroughly m
sured and characterized and is a good model for validatio
our results. Plantar flexion exercise was selected becau
selectively works the gastrocnemius muscle and can be
formed by patients with peripheral arterial disease~PAD!.
This muscle is used in both stair climbing and walking. W
chose to study a PAD patient because insufficient blood s
ply to this muscle in PAD patients commonly results in sym
tomatic calf pain and walking disability. PAD affects an es
mated 25% of the elderly population in North America25

Thus improvements in technology to screen and assess
treatment can have a substantial impact. All healthy vol
teers rated the intensity of the 30-min plantar flexion exerc
as an easy-to-somewhat-difficult exercise. No healthy vol
teer experienced leg discomfort. The PAD subject experien
slight cramping pain after;20 plantar flexion exercises.

The studies were approved by the Institutional Revi
Board~IRB! at the University of Pennsylvania and took pla
at the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania. Ten heal
subjects~eight males and two females! with ages between
24–34 years(28.463.0), and one male PAD patient, age 6
were measured. The ankle brachial index~ABI ! of the healthy
subjects was1.0160.02.The ABI of the PAD patient was 0.4
in the leg studied; this index is considered severe PAD
cording to the Rutherford-Becker Classification.26

2.2 Instrumentation
The instrument is described in detail elsewhere.19,20 Figure
1~b! shows a schematic of the hybrid instrument. Briefly,
sers at three wavelengths~676 nm, 786 nm, 830 nm! modu-
lated at 70 MHz~frequency domain! were used for DRS mea
surements; a continuous-wave laser~800 nm! with a long
coherence length was used for DCS. Two sets of avalan
photodiodes~APD! were employed for DRS and DCS mea
surements. The probe, shown in Fig. 1~a!, had eight DCS
detector fibers~empty squares! at the periphery of concentric
circles around one DCS source fiber~cross, S1!, and four
DRS detector fibers~solid circles, D1 to D4! with six DRS
source fibers~empty circles, S1 to S6! arranged on a 3-cm
radius circle. Note that the DRS source position S1~open
circle! overlaps with the DCS source position S1~cross!; the
same source fiber was shared by both lasers. Source-det
separations ranged from 0.5 to 3 cm for DCS and 0.5 to 6
for DRS. Black, flexible silicone material was used to tight
hold the fibers in place, and elastic straps were used to fix
probe around the muscle. Several optical switches were
ployed to switch the four wavelengths and six source po
tions consecutively. Two computers worked as control pan
for DRS and DCS; they communicated via digital I/O line
The sampling time for the DCS measurement was 1.5 s
complete frame of data, cycling through all source-detec
pairs, was acquired in 2.5 s.
-2 March/April 2005 d Vol. 10(2)



Time-dependent blood flow and oxygenation . . .
Fig. 1 A schematic of the hybrid instrument (panel b) combining diffuse correlation spectroscopy (DCS) and diffuse reflectance spectroscopy (DRS)
for measuring of blood flow and oxygenation. The probe head (panel a) used in this study has eight DCS detector fibers (empty squares) at the
periphery of concentric circles around one DCS source fiber (cross, S1); it also has four DRS detector fibers (solid circles, D1 to D4) with six source
fibers (empty circles, S1 to S6) arranged on a 3-cm radius circle. The sampling time for a complete set of data was 2.5 s.
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2.3 Data Analysis
Our experiments derive tissue physiological properties suc
as hemoglobin concentration and blood oxygen saturatio
from DRS measurements, and derive blood flow from DCS
measurements. Information about changes in tissue oxyge
metabolism rely on a simple model that utilizes the param
eters we measure directly.

DRS for blood oxygenation. The procedures to obtain time
curves of (StO2) and THC have been described
previously.19,20 Briefly, we model the tissue as a semi-infinite
homogeneous medium and use a wavelength-dependent sem
infinite analytical solution to the photon diffusion equation to
fit for the bulk optical properties of the underlying tissue. The
bulk optical properties of muscle all derived from data at large
source-detector separations~i.e., .1 cm). The optical proper-
ties of the tissue are characterized by an absorption coefficie
ma and a reduced scattering coefficientms8 . The probe design
shown in Fig. 1~a! exploits the symmetry of source and de-
tector positions in order to calibrate the source and detecto
coupling coefficients~e.g., tissue-fiber coupling, light trans-
mission efficiency, detector gain!. For calibration, we first as-
sume the underlying tissue to be homogeneous. Since on
relative amplitudes and phases are of concern, we next as
sume the coupling coefficients for D1 and S1 to be unity and
employ the symmetry to find coefficients for other sources
and detectors. For example, D1 is at the center of all source
and is thus used to calibrate the source coefficients relative t
S1. S1 is then used to calibrate D2 and D4 relative to D1 sinc
they are equidistant. Similarly, S5 is used to calibrate D3 rela
tive to D1. The coupling coefficients are multiplicative for
amplitude and additive for phase. We have validated this pro
cedure on phantoms and obtained good agreement with the
retical predictions over a large range of optical properties. I
has also worked well for amplitude signals in tissues but sinc
the phase signal is more sensitive and more noisy~in part, due
to large dynamic range of our measurements!, we ignore
phase from our analysis. This analysis, therefore, require
knowledge of the reduced scattering coefficient, which we
assumed. Our model assumes a baseline reduced scatter
coefficient,ms855 cm21 at 785 nm.3,27 The influence of this
approximation on the extracted relative changes will be dis
cussed.
024027Journal of Biomedical Optics
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The wavelength-dependentma is decomposed into contri
butions from different tissue chromophores, i.e.,ma(l)
5( i« i(l)ci . The sum is over all relevant tissue chro
mophores;« i(l) is the extinction coefficient as a function o
wavelength for thei ’ th chromophore, andci is the unknown
concentration of thei ’ th chromophore. Oxy- and deoxy
hemoglobin and water are the most significant tissue abs
ers in the NIR. Combinations of these parameters yield to
hemoglobin concentration(THC5CHb1CHbO2

) and blood

oxygen saturation $StO25@CHbO2
/(CHb1CHbO2

)#3100%.
Here CHbO2

and CHb are tissue oxy- and deoxy-hemoglob

concentrations, respectively.
DCS for relative blood flow. Speckle fluctuations of the

diffuse light are sensitive to the motions of tissue scatter
such as red blood cells. The quantity containing this inform
tion is the electric field(E(r ,t)). The electric field temporal
autocorrelation function,G1(r ,t)5^E(r ,t)E* (r ,t1t)&, or
its Fourier transform is explicitly related to the motion of th
scatters~e.g., red blood cells!. Here the angle brackets^ & de-
note averages over time andt is called the correlation delay
time. A continuous-wave laser with a long coherence len
and a single photon counting APD are needed for DCS m
surements. A special piece of equipment called an autoc
elator takes the APD output and uses photon arrival time
compute the light intensity autocorrelation function. From t
normalized intensity autocorrelation function, we calcula
the normalized diffuse electric field temporal autocorrelati
function g1(r ,t)5G1(r ,t)/^E(r ,t)E* (r ,t)&; G1(r ,t) satis-
fies the correlation diffusion equation in highly scatterin
media.22,28–30 The exact form of the correlation diffusion
equation depends on the nature and heterogeneity of the
ticle motion. For the important case of random flow in t
tissue vasculature, the mean-square displacement,^Dr 2(t)&,
of the scattering particles~e.g., blood cells! in time t is
^Dr 2(t)&5^V2&t2. Here ^V2& is the second moment of th
cell velocity distribution. In this case the normalized corre
tion functiong1(r ,t) will decay at early time approximately
exponentially int. Its decay depends on a parametera ~pro-
portional to the tissue blood volume fraction!, and on the
mean-square displacement of the blood cells. Rela
changes inA^V2& are correlated with relative changes in ti
-3 March/April 2005 d Vol. 10(2)
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sue blood flow. In this study onlyrelative blood flow is re-
ported. A detailed description of these concepts and approx
mations can be found in Refs. 19 and 20.

DCS data at the same source-detector separations were a
eraged. The bulk muscle flow responses derived in this pape
utilize only data from large source-detector separations
~i.e., .1 cm).

Blood oxygenation and flow in different layers. The tissues
we investigate are layered~skin, adipose tissue, and muscle!.
From diffusion theory, the maximum penetration depth of dif-
fuse light in tissue depends on tissue optical properties an
source-detector separation. Therefore, specific source-detec
separation pairs predominately provide the information abou
particular tissue layers~see also Sec. 4!. To study the re-
sponses from different layers, flow properties were extracte
from sets of source-detector pairs with the same separatio
Similarly, DRS data from sets of source-detector pairs with
the same separation was normalized by its baseline value
derive the relative change of tissue blood oxygen saturatio
(DStO2) for the corresponding layer. Absolute baselineStO2
was estimated from our multi-distance DRS measuremen
~described above!.

Influence ofms8 approximation. In the calculation of blood
oxygenation and flow, it is possible the assumed baselin
value of the scattering coefficientms8 may influence calcula-
tion accuracy. This influence was investigated by varying the
assumed value ofms8 and then comparing the relative changes
of oxygenation and flow. We found empirically that a;100%
change in baselinems8 introduced less than a 5% error in the
calculatedrelative change of chromophore concentration and
oxygen saturation. The error induced in the calculated rBF
was less than 1%.

Tissue oxygen consumption. We model tissue oxygen con-
sumption(VO2) in muscle in the same manner as is done
with the cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen consumption.19,31

In steady-state,VO2 depends on the difference in oxygen con-
centration across the vasculature~i.e., arteriole minus venule!
times the blood flow rate:VO25(OEF)3(BF)3(@O2#a).
This equation is sometimes referred to as Fick’s law.16,31Here
@O2#a is the arterial oxygen concentration, OEF is the tissue
oxygen extraction fraction defined as (@O2#a
2@O2#v)/(@O2#a), subscriptsv anda denote venous and ar-
terial sides, and BF is tissue blood flow. This general equatio
is used in the analysis of many oxygen metabolism problems
particularly those associated with activation in brain19,20 and
muscle.16,27,32,33

For relative changes in these variables we define
rBF5BF/BFbaseline, rOEF5OEF/OEFbaseline, and rVO2
5VO2 /VO2baseline. Assuming the arterial oxygen concentra-
tion, @O2#a , does not change, the relative change in muscle
oxygen consumption is:rVO25rOEF3rBF. Here r denotes
relative change. The oxygen extraction fraction, OEF, is re
lated to tissue blood oxygen saturation:OEF5(SaO2
2StO2)/(g3SaO2). HereSaO2 andStO2 are arterial and tis-
sue saturations, respectively, andg indicates percentage of
blood volume contained in the venous component of the vas
cular system.19,31

Our DCS measurement enables us to determine rBF. Ou
DRS measurement enables us to determineStO2 . SaO2 is not
measured by DRS, but is assumed to stay constant near uni
024027Journal of Biomedical Optics
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This assumption was verified experimentally; anSaO2 of 98%
was found during mild plantar flexion exercise.34 Thus, we
can obtain OEF directly from the measuredStO2 . Notice fur-
ther, if we assumeg remains constant, then this compartme
parameter divides out of our estimate of rOEF. The influen
of this assumption aboutg is discussed in Sec. 4.

Characterization of responses. Time traces for tissue oxy
gen saturation@StO2(%)#, total hemoglobin concentration
@THC ~mM!#, and relative blood flow@rBF ~%!# are derived
for both cuff occlusion and exercise. A time curve for relati
tissue oxygen consumption@rVO2 ~%!# is then calculated and
presented for plantar flexion exercise; According
31P-nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy measurem
VO2 does not change(rVO251) throughout a short period o
arterial occlusion(,5 min),35 and neither does rOEF. W
assign 100% as the baseline value for all relative variab
~e.g., rBF, rOEF, andrVO2).

In order to evaluate the measurement accuracy we ass
signal fluctuations as measured at rest are due to measure
errors. Thus a percent error is estimated by the standard
viation of 50 measurement time points at rest, divided by
mean of these values.

To characterize hemodynamic responses, mean and
dard deviation are tabulated for maximal change~Max D!,
time constant from manipulation onset to maximal respo
@Tm ~sec!#, recovery half-time@T50 ~sec!# and amount of over-
shoot@OS ~D!#. Figure 2 shows an example for characteriz
tion of the blood flow response~rBF! during a cuff occlusion
in terms of these variables. Other variables~e.g.,StO2 , THC,
and/or rOEF,rVO2) during cuff occlusion and during exercis
are characterized in the same manner. Significant differen
were identified by a paired t-test. The criterion for signi
cance wasp,0.05.

3 Results
3.1 Tissue Layer Responses
Figure 3 shows the typical relative blood flow~rBF! and tis-
sue oxygen saturation(StO2) responses during leg arteria
occlusion from different source-detector pairs measured o
healthy individual. The source-detector separations were
1.5, 3, 4, and 5 cm for DRS@only some of data are shown i
Fig. 3~b! for clarity#, and 0.5, 1, 2, and 3 cm for DCS respe
tively. Figure 4~a! shows the relationship between the mag
tude ofreactive hyperemia~i.e., the blood flow overshoot fol-
lowing cuff occlusion! and source-detector separatio

Fig. 2 Characterization of the flow response during cuff occlusion.
Variables used to describe the hemodynamic response include: maxi-
mal change (Max D), time constant from manipulation onset to maxi-
mal response @Tm (s)], recovery half-time @T50 (s)], and amount of
overshoot [OS (D)]. Vertical lines indicate the beginning and end of
the occlusion.
-4 March/April 2005 d Vol. 10(2)



Time-dependent blood flow and oxygenation . . .
Fig. 3 Representative time curves of relative blood flow (panel a) and
tissue oxygen saturation (panel b) during arterial cuff occlusion from
different source-detector pairs measured on a healthy leg. The source-
detector separations shown in the figure are 0.5, 1, 2, and 3 cm for
DCS, 0.5, 1.5, and 4.0 cm for DRS respectively. Vertical lines indicate
the beginning and end of the occlusion. The stronger reactive hyper-
emia after the release of occlusion, and deoxygenation during occlu-
sion were derived from source-detector pairs with large separations,
i.e., 2 and 3 cm for DCS, 1.5 and 4 cm for DRS, respectively.
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averaged over five healthy subjects(n55). Figure 4~b!
shows the relationship betweenStO2 maximum decrease dur-
ing occlusion versus source-detector separation(n55). No-
tice, in this layer analysis the transverse dimension is assume
homogeneous. We average over the different transverse pos
tions when deriving a layer response~see also Section 2!, and
the error bars that subsume these effects are given in Figure
The hemodynamic responses derived from source-detect
pairs with large separations(>2 cm) for both legs and arms
were significantly stronger than these from the shortes
source-detector separations~0.5 cm!. We believe these stron-
ger responses are mainly from the muscle layer~see Section
4!. Therefore signals derived from larger source-detecto
separations(.1 cm) are assigned to the muscle and are used
in our analysis.

3.2 Cuff Occlusion Response
Table 1 lists the hemodynamic responses in cuff occlusion
from ten healthy volunteers(n510) and one PAD patient
(n51). StO2 ~%! and THC~mM! were fit using data derived
from source-detector separations of 3 to 5 cm; rBF~%! was
calculated by averaging signals from source-detector separ
tions of 2 cm and 3 cm in different locations.

For the healthy volunteers, cuff occlusion of the leg flexor
and arm flexor muscles produced a similar response. Th
024027Journal of Biomedical Optics
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rapid increase of cuff pressure induced a rapid and substa
decrease in rBF: MaxDrBF5290.062.4% for leg and Max
DrBF5290.363.8% for arm ~baseline value5100%).
There was also a gradual decrease inStO2 throughout the
arterial occlusion. The maximal decrease ofStO2 occurred at
the end of the 3-min cuff occlusion: MaxDStO25216.4
64.4% for leg and MaxDStO25225.168.2% for arm re-
spectively. A constant minimal value ofStO2 ~plateau! was
observed after;5 min from separate measurements n
shown here(n52, 10-min occlusion!.

The typical reactive hyperemia following the release
occlusion ~Max DrBF5311.4690.8% for leg and Max
DrBF5445.16194.1% for arm! was much higher than the
oxygen peak overshoot~Max DStO253.861.7% for leg and
Max DStO2511.465.0% for arm!.

During cuff occlusion THC was generally unchange
There was, however, variation between trials. We believe
variation was primarily due to delays between venous occ
sion and full arterial occlusion during both inflation and d
flation which leads to trapping of blood in the capillaries.

Fig. 4 Relationships between hemodynamic response and source-
detector separation averaged over five healthy subjects (n55). Values
are means6standard errors. Vertical axis in panel (a) refers to the
magnitude of reactive hyperemia after release of cuff occlusion, while
the vertical axis in panel (b) refers to StO2 maximum decrease during
occlusion. The magnitudes of reactive hyperemia (shown in panel a)
derived from source-detector pairs with larger separations (>2 cm)
for both legs (empty square) and arms (solid circle) were significantly
higher (p,0.05) than those from the shortest source-detector separa-
tions (0.5 cm) respectively. The StO2 responses (shown in panel b)
derived from large separations (>1.5 cm) for both legs and arms were
significantly stronger (p,0.01) than those from the shortest separa-
tions (0.5 cm), respectively.
-5 March/April 2005 d Vol. 10(2)
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Table 1 Responses in cuff occlusions from ten healthy volunteers and one PAD patient. Time to reach maximal change (Tm), maximal change
(Max D), recovery half-time (T50), and hyperemic overshoot (OS) are shown for StO2 (%), THC (mM), and rBF (%). Means6SD are reported.

Parameters Subjects Tm (s) Max D T50 (s) OS (D)

Leg occlusion
StO2 (%) Healthy 177.1620.7 216.464.4 33.7626.0 3.861.7

PAD 180.0 215.0 96.0* 3.0
THC (mM) Healthy 88.1681.9 21.865.9 16.2618.3 2.863.1

PAD 25.0 210.0 36.0 5.0
rBF (%) Healthy 51.0611.5 290.062.4 25.6614.5 311.4690.8

PAD 60.0 293.0 90.0* 165.0*

Arm occlusion
StO2 (%) Healthy 174.7615.3 225.168.2 19.4615.2 11.465.0

PAD 180.0 223.0 23.0 10.0
THC (mM) Healthy 46.6661.2 21.466.4 13.667.3 8.665.0

PAD 111.0 216.0 20.0 22.0
rBF (%) Healthy 14.067.4 290.363.8 11.366.1 445.16194.1

PAD 11.0 292.0 12.0 450.0
*Substantially different, healthy volunteers vs. the PAD patient.
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The hemodynamic response trends in the PAD patient wer
similar to those of the healthy volunteers~data are not shown
here!, and different responses were not found in the arm
muscles of healthy controls compared to the patient. Howeve
in the patient leg muscle, the relative magnitude of reactive
hyperemia was;1/2 of the controls and the recovery half-
times of bothStO2 and rBF after occlusion were about triple
those of the controls~see Table 1!.

3.3 Plantar Flexion Exercise Response
Figure 5 shows the typical time curves of rBF &rVO2 ~panel
a, b!, and StO2 & THC ~panel c, d! during plantar flexion
exercise from a healthy individual~panel a, c! and a PAD
patient~panel b, d!. rBF during exercise did not exhibit dif-
ferent phases of the muscle activity~contraction and relax-
ation! due to the comparatively long sampling time~2.5 s!. A
separate trial with higher temporal resolution(;1 Hz),
achieved by changing the measurement duration for DCS an
using only one source position for DCS and DRS measure
ments, exhibited flow oscillations that correlated well with
muscle contraction and relaxation~see Fig. 6!.

Table 2 summarizes the hemodynamic responses durin
exercise from ten healthy volunteers(n510) and one PAD
patient(n51). The healthy muscle responses showed varia
tion among subjects. After the exercise began,rVO2 increased
;7 fold (694.56176.5%) within a short time(14.968.1 s)
while rOEF also increased;1.5 fold (146.6656.8%) in
29.468.7 s. To meet the increase in oxygen demand, rBF
increased rapidly and reached a maximum(473.76138.6%)
in the same short time(14.968.1 s). This increase in flow
during exercise is termedactive hyperemia. The greatest dis-
crepancy between rBF andrVO2 occurred for;15 sdemon-
strating the maximum mismatch between oxygen delivery an
oxygen demand. THC decreased and reached a minimu
~Max DTHC5217.669.9mM) almost as fast as rBF(18.3
69.6 s), while StO2 also decreased rapidly and reached a
minimum~Max DStO25217.167.9%) in 29.468.7 s.After
reaching a maximum or minimum, the variables fluctuated
024027Journal of Biomedical Optics
,

randomly around their extremes. Once the exercise
stopped, rBF andrVO2 recovered rapidly to their baselin
values, whereas THC,StO2 and rOEF recovered more slowl
toward their baseline values. The recovery half-times(T50) of
rBF andrVO2 after occlusion were too fast to be measur
with our present temporal resolution~i.e., 2.5-s sampling
time!.

We were able to quantify these healthy responses rep
edly. In studies not shown here, we tested measuremen
peatability on healthy individuals~two trials, n52); the
variation fell within the range shown in Table 1 and Table
A similar variation was observed between left/right arm/leg
healthy individuals.

The PAD patient and the healthy volunteers had sim
dynamic response trends in the plantar flexion exercise~see
Figure 5!. However, the relative magnitudes of active hype
emia, THC, andrVO2 during exercise in the diseased le
were half of the healthy controls, and the recovery half-tim
of StO2 after exercise was double the controls~see Table 2
and Figure 5!.

4 Discussion
In this section we first address the issue of adequate pen
tion of DCS and DRS for probing deep muscle tissue. We th
discuss our observations of hemodynamic response in hu
muscle during arterial occlusion and plantar flexion exerc
and compare them with previous studies based on other t
nologies. We also discuss the myoglobin contributions to
NIRS measurements, and the influence of our model assu
tion on the calculation ofrVO2 .

4.1 Does Our Instrument Probe Deep Muscle Tissue?
DRS has been applied and validated in studies of deep mu
tissue and adipose tissue.36–38 DCS, however, has not bee
applied in muscle studies. We addressed the issue of adeq
penetration by experimentally investigating tissue layer
sponses during cuff occlusion.
-6 March/April 2005 d Vol. 10(2)



Time-dependent blood flow and oxygenation . . .
Fig. 5 Hemodynamic responses during one-minute plantar flexion exercise from a healthy individual (panel a, c) and a PAD patient (panel b, d).
The time curves of rBF and rVO2 (panel a, b), StO2 and THC (panel c, d) are shown and the error bars are estimated by the standard deviation of
50 time points during the baseline converted to percent error (see text). Vertical lines indicate the beginning and end of the exercise. The sampling
rate for a complete set of data was 0.4 Hz.
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According to the skinfold caliper, the thickness of the upper
layers~skin and adipose tissues! above leg flexors and wrist
flexors in our volunteer population were5.560.4 mm and
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.and source-detector separation. Figure 7 displays a multi-la
tissue model and a simulated schematic of diffuse light p
etration for the different source-detector separations. For s
plicity, tissue was assumed homogeneous~tissue absorption
coefficientma50.1 cm21; reduced scattering coefficientms8
55 cm-1). Semi-infinite, three-point Green’s functions we
used to simulate the photon path distribution in the tissue
each source-detector pair. The shaded areas define poinrW,
such that the probability a photon leaves the source, arrive
the detector, and passes throughrW is greater than 50%
Clearly, signals detected by source-detector pairs with sep
tions of 2 cm and 3 cm derive mainly from the muscle lay
whereas signals from shorter separations are derived from
per layers. Note, however, even at large source-detector s
rations there is always some contribution to the signal fr
the overlaying tissue. In order to quantify the penetrat
depth of diffuse light, accurate knowledge of tissue opti
properties, layer thickness, and multi-layer theoretical mod
are desirable.36–38 We avoided the complexities associate
with measuring these variables by experimental calibrat
based on reactive hyperemia following arterial occlusi
release.

Reactive hyperemia, following rapid release of arterial o
clusion, is a transient increase in blood flow. The ability of
organ to display reactive hyperemia is related to its ability
Fig. 6 Representative time curve of relative blood flow (rBF) during
one-minute plantar flexion exercise from a healthy individual. Vertical
lines indicate the beginning and end of the exercise. With the higher
temporal resolution (;1 Hz), diffuse correlation spectroscopy (DCS)
detects the two phases during rhythmical exercise: a decrease flow
during muscle contraction and an increase flow during muscle
relaxation.
-7 March/April 2005 d Vol. 10(2)
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Table 2 Responses in plantar flexion exercise from ten healthy volunteers and one PAD patient. Time to reach maximal change (Tm), maximal
change (Max D), recovery half-time (T50), and relative overshoot (OS) are shown for StO2 (%), THC (mM), rBF (%), rOEF (%), and rVO2 (%).
Means6SD are reported. NA indicates that quantity is not measurable with the present temporal resolution (i.e., 2.5 s sampling time).

Parameters Subjects Tm (s) Max D T50 (s) OS (D)

StO2 (%) Healthy 29.468.7 217.167.9 36.7622.8 4.863.6
PAD 22.0 212.3 70.0* 3.0

THC (mM) Healthy 18.369.6 217.669.9 23.7613.9 3.363.9
PAD 12.0 232.8* 16.0 10.0

rBF (%) Healthy 14.968.1 473.76138.6 NA 29.5619.5
PAD 12.0 240.0* NA 210.0

rOEF (%) Healthy 29.468.7 146.6656.8 36.7622.8 215.1612.8
PAD 22.0 141 70.0* 29

rVO2 (%)
Healthy 14.968.1 694.56176.5 NA 27.5615.9

PAD 12.0 338.4* NA 218
*Substantially different, healthy volunteers vs. the PAD patient.
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auto-regulate.39 Different organs display varying degrees of
auto-regulatory behavior. For example, skeletal muscle show
moderate auto-regulation, while cutaneous microcirculation
shows little or no auto-regulatory capacity.39 Reactive hyper-
emia occurs because during the period of occlusion, tissu
hypoxia and a buildup of vasodilator metabolites decreas
vascular resistance. Both oxygen consumption and oxygen e
traction are much lower in adipose tissue than muscle tissue.35

The lower metabolism leads to a smaller accumulation of va
sodilator metabolites during arterial occlusion in adipose tis
sue, thus inducing a lower magnitude of reactive hyperemia
compared to muscle.
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From Fig. 4~a!, we see that the magnitudes of reacti
hyperemia derived from source-detector separations of 2
and 3 cm are significantly higher than those from shor
separations. Taken together, the simulation results~see Fig. 7!
and the measurements@see Fig. 4~a!#, suggest the stronge
hyperemic signals~from 2 cm and 3 cm separations! originate
mainly from the strong auto-regulation of muscle tissue;
weaker responses~0.5 cm and 1 cm source-detector sepa
tions! represent the response of cutaneous tissues.

A lower magnitude of reactive hyperemia was also fou
from human wrist skin by use of laser Doppler flowmetry10

Binggeli et al.10 found that after 4.5-min arterial occlusion
hyperemic skin blood flow increased;2 fold, which is in
reasonable agreement with the1.760.9 fold increases found
from superficial layers~0.5 cm separation! in this study. Simi-
larly, the maximum changes ofStO2 during arterial occlusion
derived from source-detector separations of 3 to 5 cm
much higher than those from 0.5 cm and 1 cm separati
@see Fig. 4~b!#. Again this observation is consistent with ou
expectation for the responses of muscle layers.

The substantially smaller variations of hemodynamic
sponses(p.0.05) detected at larger separations(>2 cm) are
probably due to the different fractions of muscle tiss
probed. For example, a source-detector separation of 3
probes a larger fraction of muscle tissue than that of the 2
separation~see Fig. 7!, and gives a slightly stronger respon
~see Fig. 4!.

In total these findings suggest that DRS and DCS pro
through the upper tissue layers into the muscle tissue. In p
tice it is critical to choose source-detector separations in
appropriate range to discriminate muscle responses from o
layer responses.

4.2 Healthy Subjects Responses
The hemodynamic responses of healthy muscle tissues in
healthy volunteers, have demonstrated comparable and
peatable variations during hemodynamic perturbations. At
onset of the arterial occlusion, blood flow rapidly falls to
minimum value(;10% of the baseline value! @see Fig. 3~a!#.
This minimum measurable blood flow during cuff occlusion
the so-called ‘‘biological zero.’’40 Muscle oxygen saturation
Fig. 7 A schematic of a multi-layer tissue model and the simplified
presentation of diffuse light penetration in relation to the different
source-detector separations. The thickness of upper layer (skin and
adipose tissue), as measured by a skinfold caliper, is ;5.5 mm. The
source-detector separations are 0.5, 1, 2, and 3 cm respectively.
Clearly, the signals from the large separations of 2 cm and 3 cm derive
mainly from the muscle tissue whereas signals from 0.5 cm and 1 cm
are mainly from upper layers.
-8 March/April 2005 d Vol. 10(2)
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Time-dependent blood flow and oxygenation . . .
(StO2) on the other hand, decreases gradually@see Fig. 3~b!#
during the occlusion, as a result of continuous oxygen con
sumption in tissues and minimal blood flow~oxygen deliv-
ery!. The declining rate of muscle oxygenation reflects the
level of muscle oxygen consumption at rest.35 When the oc-
clusion is released, there is a reactive hyperemia because
the auto-regulation~vasodilation! of muscle vasculature in re-
sponse to metabolites~e.g.,CO2 , H1, lactate! created during
ischemia. During the hyperemia, oxygen is replenished an
the metabolic stimulus for vasodilation is washed out, causing
vasoconstriction. Thus blood flow and oxygen return to their
normal resting levels.

Characterization of dynamic exercise is more difficult be-
cause of its complexity and the speed of metabolic mecha
nisms. Exercise consumes large amounts of energy and ther
fore requires delivery of considerable amounts of oxygen an
substrate, as well as the removal of waste metabolites~e.g.,
CO2 , H1, lactate!. The intrinsic auto-regulation ability in
muscle vasculature increases blood flow to meet the increase
need for delivery and removal.

Mean blood flow increases during plantar flexion exercise
~see Fig. 5!. However, if blood flow is measured without av-
eraging, the flow will be seen in two phases—a decrease flow
during contraction and an increase flow during relaxation.39,41

With higher temporal resolution(;1 Hz), DCS captures
these two phases~see Fig. 6!. The increased blood volume
during muscle relaxation mainly increases blood in the capil
lary component, i.e., the previously ‘‘clamped’’ capillaries
open~vascular recruitment!. In contrast, the muscle contrac-
tion mainly compresses the venous component of the vascul
tree propelling blood toward the heart.42 Notice further that
the comparatively larger fluctuations following exercise in
both muscle blood flow and oxygen consumption are con
nected with the recovery period of muscle blood oxygen satu
ration (StO2) ~see Fig. 5 and Fig. 6!.

The magnitude of the active hyperemia~rBF! found in this
study was closely related to the increase in muscle oxyge
consumption(rVO2) throughout the period of exercise; how-
ever, the average increases were quite different~Fig. 5 and
Table 2!. The average increase in blood flow at the transition
from rest to the exercise was;4.7 fold whereas the average
increase inrVO2 was;7 fold. The increase in rBF was sig-
nificantly lower than the increase inrVO2 (p,0.05). Thus a
decrease in muscle oxygenation saturation(StO2) was pro-
duced. This observation suggests that increased oxygen d
mand cannot be completely met by an increase in blood flow
Our finding is in agreement with the results obtained by
Beekvelt et al.,43 who found in the active flexor digitorum
superficialis ~FDS! that increased demand for oxygen is
mostly met by an increase in oxygen extraction. The mis-
match between blood supply and oxygen demand is an impo
tant factor in determining the cellular depletion of energetic
metabolites,44 and the magnitude of active hyperemia during
exercise is believed to be related to the metabolite-induce
vascular response. Thus the ability to track muscle flow and
energy demand may be very useful for assessment in th
clinic.
024027Journal of Biomedical Optics
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4.3 The Patient with Peripheral Arterial Disease
(PAD)
In this section we discuss our observations of the single P
patient; we note, however, that our small sample size quali
our conclusions. The different responses of healthy volunte
and the PAD patient are listed in Table 1 and Table 2. O
observation of substantially longer recovery half-times
StO2 (T50596 sfor cuff occlusion andT50570 sfor exercise!
in the diseased leg were consistent with previous studies.3,45A
longer recovery half-time of rBF(T50590 s) was also found
in the diseased leg after release of cuff occlusion. While
longer recovery times are not surprising, the magnitude
active hyperemia~rBF! and rVO2 during the exercise in the
diseased leg were only half of those in healthy volunteers~see
Table 2!. A similar observation was made about the magnitu
of reactive hyperemia in the diseased leg during occlus
~see Table 1!. These weaker flow responses of diseased tis
may have important consequences affecting the oxygen d
ery and ability to support muscle metabolism.

Less blood flow delivery during exercise in the diseas
leg leads to a greater decrease of tissue THC as well~see
Table 2!. In contrast, all responses from the patient arm w
within the normal range; the patient arm also had no obvio
symptoms. Using NIRS or PET, Wolf et al.,18 Burchert
et al.,13 and Paunescu27 independently found no significan
difference in blood flow and oxygen consumption at rest b
tween PAD patients and healthy subjects. Although our st
has no statistical power for the patients at the moment,
work is potentially indicative of the need for measurement
the dynamic responses during exercise or cuff occlusion.

4.4 Myoglobin Contribution to the NIRS
Measurements
An important issue in muscle studies centers around the
of myoglobin ~Mb! for oxygen regulation. The presence
myoglobin does not influence our DCS blood flow measu
ment, because DCS is sensitive to the motion of blood c
and myoglobin is an oxygen storage protein that rema
static in muscle cells. However, the near-infrared DRS sig
can be ‘‘contaminated’’ by myoglobin, since myoglobin an
hemoglobin~Hb! have very similar optical spectra.

Most of the optical signals in our study originate fro
hemoglobin because of the following.~1! Within a given vol-
ume of muscle, the concentration of Hb is about 1.5 tim
higher than that of Mb, and Hb has four oxygen binding si
compared to the one binding site of Mb. Therefore we e
mate the Mb mass affects less than 20% of oxyg
response.14,35 ~2! During suprasystolic cuff occlusion, th
deoxy-Mb signal as measured by1H MRS appeared after 4
min.46 Conversely, tissue oxygen saturation(StO2) during our
3-min cuff occlusion decreased immediately following occl
sion and reached a maximum at the end of occlusion. T
this gradual decrease ofStO2 during occlusion must due to th
hemoglobin deoxygenation.~3! In a study of 4-min peak plan-
tar flexion, as measured by the continuous wave NIRS and1H
MRS, Mancini et al. found that NIRS absorption in the ga
trocnemius muscle is primarily derived from deoxygenat
hemoglobin and not myoglobin.47 Their protocol is similar to
ours except the exercise period~4 min! is longer than ours~1
min!. Therefore, during our relatively mild 3-min cuff occlu
-9 March/April 2005 d Vol. 10(2)
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Yu et al.
sion and 1-min plantar flexion exercises we expect myoglobin
to remain mostly oxygenated due to their higher affinity for
oxygen compared to hemoglobin.

Our study is not designed to resolve the Hb-Mb issue
Therefore, the oxygenation changes presented here are mo
accurately viewed as a combination of hemoglobin and myo
globin with a relatively low contribution(,20%) from myo-
globin. The effect of this contribution on the calculation of the
changes in muscle oxygen consumption can be the subject
future studies where measures of myoglobin and metabolism
through magnetic resonance spectroscopic methods12 will be
compared to optical results.

4.5 Comparison of Responses with Other Studies
Blood oxygenation (DRS). The observed maximum decrease
of StO2 at the end of the 3-min arterial cuff occlusion~see
Table 1! is in good agreement with other published results in
the arm48,49and leg.3 This is not surprising since similar NIRS
technology and similar source-detector separations~2 to 5 cm!
were used. Although the occlusion duration of 5 to 10 min
applied in these early studies3,48,49 was longer than ours~3
min!, duration does not influence the comparison of maxi-
mum decreases ofStO2 at the 3-min time point. Furthermore,
as mentioned before, in a subset of subjects(n52) we ob-
served a constant minimal value ofStO2 ~plateau! after 5 min
following occlusion, consistent with the literature.

There are only a few published studies using plantar flex
ion exercise as the clinical protocol to study the blood oxy-
genation in humans,34,50,51and some of them did not report the
absolute change ofStO2 .50,51 Quaresima et al.34 used NIRS
with a protocol of 40–80 plantar flexion/min in a supine po-
sition. They reportedStO2 of medial gastrocnemius began to
decrease substantially from a baseline value of 69% abou
15 s after the onset of exercise, reaching a minimal value
~;30%! about 15 s later; it recovered to the baseline value 32
to 45 s after the end of the exercise. The trend, baseline valu
and temporal responses(Tm and T50) of StO2 are in good
agreement with our observations shown in Fig. 5 and Table 2
The maximal change ofStO2 (DStO2'240%) during exer-
cise was approximately two times larger than our observation
(217.167.9%,n510), and this difference is attributable to
the different intensity of the exercise affecting the response
Other factors could also contribute to this difference, includ-
ing age and gender of the subjects, and methodology.

Blood flow (DCS). Many noninvasive techniques have
been applied to study perfusion changes in human skelet
muscle during reactive hyperemia. Doppler ultrasound imag
ing measured a 3 to 6fold peak hyperemic flow after 2 min of
forearm occlusion,7,8 which compares well to the;4.5 fold
reactive hyperemia found by our DCS in arm occlusion~see
Table 1!.

Both conventional venous occlusion plethysmography6 and
MRS plethysmography52,53present mean reperfusion peaks of
25– 35 ml•100 ml21

•min21 after 3 to 5 min forearm or calf
arterial occlusion, and mean muscle perfusion at rest in th
range of 3 – 5 ml•100 ml21

•min21.6,52,53 This is approxi-
mately equivalent to a 7.5 fold~i.e., a range of 5–12! flow
increase relative to the baseline, and approximately2 times
higher than the 3.8 fold~i.e., a range of 3.1–4.5! reactive
hyperemia found in our study~see Table 1!. Other studies also
024027Journal of Biomedical Optics
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found that plethysmographic flow was 2–3 times higher th
the NIRS flow.43,44 Beekvelt et al. hypothesized a metho
ological difference exists between these two techniques.43 Pl-
ethysmography reflects a total limb flow which contains blo
coming from skeletal muscle, cutaneous tissues, bone,
tendons and might thus lead to a higher plethysmograp
flow. In contrast, NIRS reflects only the local flow in th
region of interest and primarily monitors small vessels~i.e.,
arterioles, capillaries, venules!. Small vessels have lower he
matocrit compared to big vessels, because hematocrit
creases with the decrease of the diameter of vessels. Fo
ample, in capillaries the hematocrit is lowest, about 25
lower than in whole body.27 Lower hematocrit in small vessel
results in a lower NIRS flow.43

T1 based MRI of blood reperfusion on the basis of arter
spin labeling~ASL! was found to be in good agreement wi
the established standards, such as PET and radioactive m
sphere measurements.54 Since muscle perfusion at rest is b
low the detection threshold ofT1 based MRI, the plethysmo
graphic flow at rest was generally used as baseline to estim
the relative peak reperfusion.54 However, this estimation may
introduce large overestimates in the calculation of relat
peak reperfusion, since plethysmographic flow is3.8 times
lower than theT1 based MRI flow.52,53 Thus, we do not com-
pare our relative DCS flow to MRI flow.

To our knowledge there have been no reports of tis
oxygen consumption(rVO2) during plantar flexion using the
same exercise protocol as ours. Thus it is impossible to c
pare ourrVO2 measurements with other research.

4.6 Modeling Assumptions for Relative Oxygen
Consumption (rVO2)
One assumption made in the calculation ofrVO2 was that
vascular compartmentalization,g, does not change. This as
sumption may not be true throughout exercise, since the
centage of blood contained in the venous component
change due to exercise. Error inrVO2 will arise from different
g, before and during exercise. At rest, before exercise, th
greatest blood volume resides in the venous vasculat
where normally 65–70% of the blood volume is found.41 Ac-
cordingly we assumeg rest>67.5%.During exercise, muscle
is very effective in returning blood to the heart by compre
sion of venules and veins. Thus total blood volume in mus
decreases due to muscular compression. We found in
study that THC decreased during exercise by;15% from a
baseline of;115mM ~see Fig. 5 and Table 2!. THC reflects
blood volume. Thus we may assume a;15% decrease in
total blood volume during exercise. For simplicity, we furth
assume this;15% decrease in total blood volume is due to
decrease in venous vasculature. We then can estimate tg
during exercise:gexercise>61.8%. Overall, exercise induced
a decrease ofg from ;67.5% to ;61.8%.

A decrease ing during exercise compared to rest leads
an overestimate of rOEF by a factor,(g rest /gexercise21)
310059.2%.The;9.2% overestimate of rOEF will lead in
turn to a;9.2% overestimate ofrVO2 . Considering the sev-
eral fold changes ofrVO2 during exercise~see Table 2!, this
overestimate ofrVO2 may be considered unimportant.

The metabolic responses(rVO2), as measured by our op
tical method, require more validation studies based on
-10 March/April 2005 d Vol. 10(2)
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Time-dependent blood flow and oxygenation . . .
established techniques, such as MRS which can measu
metabolic responses directly.12 Taken together the unresolved
issues described above suggest that our calculation is bett
regarded as an index ofrVO2 rather than an absolute measure.

4.7 Conclusions
Diffuse correlation spectroscopy~DCS! has been shown in
this study to penetrate through layers of upper tissues t
muscle tissue. This technique can therefore give accurat
measurements of blood flow in the muscle capillary bed com
pared to plethysmography, because it is much less affected b
blood flow from the surrounding tissues~e.g., cutaneous tis-
sues, bone, tendons!. Unlike venous occlusion NIRS and pl-
ethysmography for flow measurements, DCS does not inte
rupt the blood flow during measurement and is simple to
perform.

The combination of DCS and diffuse reflectance spectros
copy ~DRS! has allowed us to use both optical methods non-
invasively and continuously, to measure relative blood flow
~rBF!, blood oxygen saturation(StO2) and total hemoglobin
concentration~THC! in deep muscle tissues under rest, during
mild exercise and during extreme cuff occlusion. These he
modynamic parameters permit an estimation of the relative
muscle oxygen consumption(rVO2). Our hybrid instrumen-
tation used in this study is portable, inexpensive, and safe fo
longitudinal studies. It has potential to become a clinical rou-
tine examination tool supplementary to MRS/MRI or PET.

Measurements on healthy volunteers(n510) allowed us
to quantify healthy muscle responses~e.g., reactive hyper-
emia, active hyperemia, mismatch between blood supply an
oxygen demand, recovery half-time!, which were consistent
with known physiology. Muscle responses have large varia
tion and are reported to be heterogeneous in differen
locations.18 Pilot studies on a single PAD patient suggest we
are able to distinguish features differentiating normal and dis
eased responses, but while these observations are encour
ing, they cannot be extrapolated broadly until more statisti-
cally significant sample sizes are employed. Multi-paramete
dynamic measurements such as these are essential for the
sessment of disease and for evaluating of healthy muscle ox
dative metabolism. Such information has potential to improve
diagnostic and treatment options for PAD patients.
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